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 THE REAL THIRD WHEEL 
  
Never say we're free 
it's all just a way to reaffirm 
that there are new words to (re)learn 
using them with each other  
forgetting the journey aspect of it all !
What sports objects to have in 
the title of her 
next poem, “Big Words” 
What sports objects for being so self-realized 
  
The Real Third Wheel 
                        is Big Words 
 The Big Words 
occupy landmarks watermarks 
while still recognized  
by our peoples 
in the habit of rolling with it 
They always speak up when they didn't know what it means !
The narrator recognizes as unavoidable the fragile vanity 
of its own subjectivity from which he/she will not shy away while 
even so reinventing the third wheel 
how to get it in front without  
any distracting pang of righteousness 
How to avoid the trope of the nose? 
The incidental effect of such torque 
Unlike the more intimate experience 
The one channel latitude where there is no interruption 
  
Climbing up the rimose statue 
of a slave --only 
the face is reified 
even as at the plinth's 
inscription reads: 
“we look up at the clouds 
poised,  never 
alone in our search for justice”-- she 
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found that the darkness of night 
attenuated the spacey notion that caused at such heights, !
a desiring to let go walk on and fall through 
  
Catenate that shit on 
your quinhentos cruzeiros 
[I mean it] 
            
Of course duh, the real third wheel is also the mark of the  
oppressed…the ambulance has four wheels so shut the fuck up demagogue !
The moon with its agravic charm 
The stillness from that agency 
Admitting how immanent the threat 
“inviting the ride”but exhausted, 
rolled into the Wordsworthless clouds 
between poles none imagined strippers on 
bearing all.  bearing of all settings 
Setting some vector any vector as goal !
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WINDOW ODE 
  
The window in the hallway between our apartments you stood staring through, yes! 
The window that looks out upon the townscape absent of city life and 
conspicuously full of trees in the distance, yes! 
It became obvious while he peeped on you through his well designed peep hole 
that you weren't looking…win, yes! at that foliage in the distance but appeared to 
be inward  with your head raised, then gradually lowered all the way to the parking 
lot and then to the discorporated moth on the windowsill, the same one you saw 
fighting against the glass 2 days ago.   
Gratuitous pulchritudinous! A bracelet of dead moths would be nice, yes! yes!  !
The window as eyes, yes but smartingly mystifying: it’s usually the people inside 
who get the feeling of being watched, no matter  
how high the floor, far out of view of a comfortable spying position, 
No! someone could be watching.  Stuck north, trying to perceive 
those who have no curtains... 
So uninviting, this window in the hall way.   
But really it's the first time ever seeing anyone in 5 years living here, actually 
taking advantage of it.  We are all stuck in the north! 
It is northward that the view recedes from interest.  No! 
“Straight search results for ‘transgression’”	

Sorry! Your search did not result in any matches on Spankwire	

  
Moth as incapability of belonging to the world 
You would rather be outside looking in, no?  seemingly less lonely 
though the courting of grand images is there.  Out from under the gaze, 
what could whatever  it is you're doing in your appearance mean?  
It's a collective result that is never fully accumulated 
You work together without that purpose, silent praise of the outside 
The animus failing to silence the praise, the ectopic objects within objects,  
called mitzien corolla for today the praise of outside, yes! !
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SECRET VALUE 
  
Windows wind owes 
Lay down Laid own 
something stirring no longer intransitive 
  
Everything is horizontal 
until the thing that arouses paranoia 
  
I gave my friend, a man 
cunnilingus and it tasted and smelled awful, 
say, ashtray clitoris 
Also that father-son thing going on between us 
  
Cigarettes! cigarettes! he 
always gives me when he drinks my beer 
The trifecta of ephemera embedded (embodied) vice 
of friendship chosen for the sheer mental difficulty of his conversation 
  
Another friend and I  drove our hot rod decorated 
with the projected insignia of our favorite football team 
to a game presumably, but also past the house and the bedroom 
window of a certain female – she's changing! 
Superbowl XLVIII’s Cover Three 
one of a handful of proof of my psychic power 
  
Vulnerability and consciousness of such 
works around what gets held in common 
Write a hip hop song without boasting 
and you will fail while 
We is alive and sleep won't 
let forget how marginalized  
at least a third of the way 
the  little empire of my friends and I 
truly is 
sensation abuts visual sensibility  
Only an abstract lyric is an abstract lyric !
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 SALVAGING VERY OWN MASCOT !
Needing space to turn !
Screaming Yellow Zonkers  !
When I was five my favorite color  
was pink and caused especially then a bashfulness   !
Robinson was not going to give an inch off that fast break   !
The beta males, the polyamorous, the custodians of  
audio verite, adults with stuffed animals,  and others aiming to release 
thoughts—even ostentatiously compassionate—thoughts they know they feel but 
have so little reference for. !
The so-close decision to invent a new language  
But still not starting with an alphabet per new phonetic units  
per sound combinations of positions of mouth parts and attempted ideographs  !
Robinson was not going to give an inch off that fast break  !
Where I come from, they chant “rock chalk”   
After all this time those were not pet names  !
between you two? Can we dig but not rock   to that  !
thoughts they know they feel   
but have little reference    !
The switch from pink to a preference for yellow was natural.  It 
was an ocherous fall of Nineteen Eighty-five and I only  
needed others around just enough to fantasize my own posse and harem.   !
Pissed to find out what Yellow Zonkers were   
Literally pissed off at Yellow Zonkers  
It was Twenty Fourteen but the penetration of the spectrum is sempiternal !
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SHIELDED ONE’S PEERS WHEN YOUNG FROM CONDESCENSION !
To be young and  
have so many options 
“like a sponge” 
it must be completely dry 
so it won’t harbor harmful bacteria 
Nothing to do with 
elements you can’t help 
but embracing 
Man, what comes before being told 
what to do 
To master the full meaning 
of “image”…all senses 
chicken and egged as  
all narratives are a tyranny 
And the only way to thwart a tyranny 
is another narrative 
Wishing in all the might of the tiniest bone in the body to do so 
for real.  For real. !
Command: reinvent the Third Wheel by scale modeling the ear canal to the 
tympanic membrane 
Narrative: with an attention span common to his age he complies, then, being 
conquered by things smaller than him, he clumsily resigns to rounding out the 
distance from the Eustachian tube. 
Command: we’re letting your little sister get a home run.  Any objection on your 
part gets a beating 
Narrative: with an attention span, the needy child makes like the ossicles are an 
obstacle  
Performance: who is this we and how dare you not treat us equally! 
Narrative: to this day he still remembers how his rage affected his hearing for that 
brief moment 
Command: Because I say so because I say so, I’m bigger than you and you’re in 
my house 
Performance: I won’t deny that there’s some necessity involved, but let’s not beat 
around the bush.  Your real weakness is that you’re not someone I choose to sit 
down next to in the restaurant like mom.  Now that is necessity.  I make the music 
and she’s the wet cochlea to make it happen and you’re headed towards rupture. !
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[stanza continues] 
Command: reinvent the Third Wheel by exploiting the narrative’s limit, this back 
and forth 
Narrative: list of years-built-up circumstances of conventionally unhealthy living 
turned list of grievances, turned gently delivered corrections to the way we live.  
The three metamorphises in reverse 
Performance: forgetting why angry this 3 foot something boy with cowlick most 
unironically dressed up all professional volunteering to facilitate the committee 
meeting of human centered design-inspired sexual politics.  He reminds the 
committee fittingly with the already adopted design principles that the facilitator 
will only interject in the discussion to move it along !
I still maintain that I dislike 
most pornography only  
because the female performers dress and 
talk like the whores stupid people want; 
Definitely not for the rotund-alluding noises made 
that make my money shots. !
The first wheels were not used  
as oracle though they may have  
reflected, corresponded to  
basic principals gleaned 
from observations of 
natural phenomena !
If I am all ears then in listening I acknowledge you’re achieving the euponeic !
That there’s no praise for a person conceiving symmetry on their own 
But wow so great that your five year old can draw inside the lines !
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RESEMBLANCE 
  
“'The ground of sidewalk concrete has been poured over with the debris of suckers, 
chewing gum, cigarette butts, fliers and the excretions from the mouth caused by of 
our brief flirtations and shared aggravations in between passing greetings. 
Or at least it didn't just end up there.’  You could have just told her that 
“instead of making a scene at the wedding.  Really it was inappropriate, 
and the judging eyes come so harshly and sticks around for so long like Big Red 
that eventually what is called making a statement is the only thing left,  
just swallowing the last bit of turkey, ohm get over it” 
  
You and the rest live so peacefully was before the fact 
of any social aptitude learned manners 
No, the old piano teacher squawked, 
every time I use the word “special” 
 it is a compliment 
  
Who is Thibault to my Charlie Brown? 
Implied hierarchy would not be my yet- 
Not-so-innocent-as-to-be schadenfreude style 
The little ball games I play with myself trying to see what it is 
what we truly look like 
absent the reversion to nostalgia !
Still muffling the pangs: testicles  snapped by a towel: the other boys' delight in 
learning that my moaning in pain sounds like I’m in orgasm.   Still trying to 
remember what being politically unconscious was like.  !
Even an illiterate notices: Peppermint Patty and the Little Red Haired girl never 
sharing a scene together—duh! 
  
There is nothing deemed absent the gaze of performance and seeing what's behind 
it to get to the end. 
Even involuntary memory requires a participation of another mind. 
Who failed us who fooled themselves with us 
  
The movement of the heart must have a model dynamics to explain us out of 
what we've already landed, he said. 
  
“To examine the nature of resemblance, without resorting to symmetry.”  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SHINING ON/PROBED 
  
You sometimes have to believe you don't have to die. 
Hamming when supposed to be cleaning the wax out 
  
Probably was never the time or place 
to turn every step of wall climbing  
into a makeup bar for Barbie dolls 
The Barbies are not what they seem to be 
The showcased  lenses matched vascular bouquets 
The best pest deterrent vindicates plastic 
  
Her father advised her to make friends where ever she goes. 
They're only shining this notice to vindicate plastic 
or I mean that pariah’s absence of fear  
of not risking debt to get ahead meanwhile 
it matters to millions of people how they reacted to Miley 
Even beyond the identity politics reproaches they all 
seem tepid and guarded by the most minuscule of cuts 
Some of the most minuscule of cuts tread toward crisis 
  
You just enjoy that broken toe Mr. Self reliance! 
Even though something is always inspected, enabled. 
  
behaving or being subjected to what 
in small ways to make room for the neighbors who 
behaving or being subjected to appearance 
cracks, lines and cracked lines, perfect stares . There is a there.  There. 
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FIRST POLEIS AS TOLD BY ROUGH DRAFT AUTO BIOGRAPHY 
  
“No question of 'biological continuity'.  Rather, this is an example of Parallelism 
and convergence”   -------Lewis Mumford 
  
  
Because we're not so stuck on the literalism of our own language 
it was not easy to distinguish ourselves through the company of ants. 
The progression to the birds-eye-view was inevitable if not so predictable 
as our dead we buried impelled us to the inescapable tug of war 
between desire for mobility and the desire to settle.  Still we were fortunate 
  

* 
  
Porno scene entitled Porn Huskers: 
  
She was a good duck when 
he and his friend had her “compare corn” 
It didn't matter that I “lost my camera” 
to amateur creampies and other anthropophagic constructions 
  
When he tried to sell the Kickapoo Hernia Repair kit 
there were things I found more fun in private than in public 
  

* 
  
A latecomer, he likes to bring a gun to work at the store 
  
It really is not yet the moment, Fist Lightening Frost 
  

* 
                        Fist Lightening Frost 
                        Grown to kick ass with a flick of the tongue 
  
Even those of the whales 
singing on the swing set's body 
while on the swings the kids 
gaze at you and hype up the surrounding pool 
of coal mittens [park rubber chips], jumping coal mittens 
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Fist Lightening Frost, the kids swing 
on jumping coal mittens, why the 
whale sings inside the swing set's body 
while the chaperon is away, you ride in with its bone, then 
sing on the swing's body 
There is nothing yet for our protagonist to save 
to save or deliver 
  

* 
  
“And though the human performance may be occasional and temporary the 
structure that supports it...will be endowed with a more lasting cosmic image.”  ---
 Lewis Mumford 
  
 Revisiting one of the earliest stories I invented in my head at the age of eight 
about an American martial arts expert a'la Chuck Norris sworn to protect the “Pearl 
of Sex 
  
I cannot recollect if the be-bee pellet found on the living room floor was a mere 
incidental prop for this story, or it it was its prima causa 
so many things penetrate 
  
Adjusted for scale, the pearl of sex, having  magnetic pull 
was to be either ingested or vaginally inserted 
the idea of the union above all else 
Eight years old, I was like what we call invisible 
while naked flesh often seemed all pervasive and so 
estranging me from the group, any group 
  
The fear of those vaginal lines 
the belittling apparatus 
  
“No question of biological continuity, 
“Rather, this is an example of Parallelism and convergence” 
  
By the time it was discovered 
that the vulval and phallic 
were the sacred centerpieces of hundreds of cultures 
ancient and contemporary 
there was no vindication felt 
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as I never entered puberty in those adolescent years 
and so made my self objectification, 
easy.  What is called thick skin. !
“O despisers of the body, your self wants to go under, and that is why you have 
become despisers of the body.  For you are no longer able to create beyond 
yourselves.” – Fredrick Nietzsche !
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HORIZON FOR THE TREES 
  
The hereby of travel had many found cues,    
takes to evoking lost engagement with them 
when back home doesn't change any faster 
  
necessitating the further evocation 
of a photographic triptych of you 
  
Certainly us, there is dying and each went away for a long time to absolve it 
  
The confusion about other non humanoid agents 
So who would Dickinson stop for 
  
Gotta bend before you break la, la, la  
From ape to man in reclining chair  
declared contiguous to the stance 
  
Just like  answering as a kid 
I want  to be a doctor 
I want to be a lawyer  
I want to be a superhero 
I want to be a fireman !
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FIELDS, COTTAGES  AND SCRIPTS 
  
            On a call at the call center one, of the many called, may search through 
many fields located in these places called applets,--oh, one can search through 
many fields and enter things into them.  Each field contains a rectangle which can 
be stretched to infinite lengths, albeit at the expense of seeing other fields and at 
the constraints of the borders of the screen, or, if you prefer, the “monitor”. 
            Many fields are already inactive, that is you can't enter anything new into 
them as they contain information of semi permanence that tells you, the called, 
things about the caller.  Below this long row of many columned fields is another 
place—another applet which may contain a large number of rows of fields.  Each 
row downward indicates an older correspondence —indicating, not reflecting— 
with that same caller, or perhaps someone on the caller's behalf.  And only the top 
row is active, but even then, only if you make it new!   
To be active means to be able to be changed; an active field is one that can be 
entered into with words, letters but also numbers and even other characters, and 
have them taken away.  It is no idle fluke or fluke of any kind that this row of 
active fields, often resting above rows of inactive fields is housed in a bar (!) 
demarcating the border of the applet named “Activities” 
            Is this making sense?  Even within reasonable sense of alacrity?  Good. 
            Within, these fields lies a sort of base, a mental anchor on which the called 
can help the caller in the most efficient and smoothest way.  But the stuff in these 
applet-bordering rows of fields, the information (!) is for the called alone to view.  
The caller whose very identity is apprehended, is discerned between their dialogue 
and what is in these fields and yet who has no visual or proprioceptive access to 
them could care less about what's in them. 
            The difficulty of thingness of information.  But only a poet and only one 
from certain poetic traditions would give a shit about a mere thing.  An idler's ontic 
property.  Right? 
            We must not lose sight, however, of what empty looking things the 
information depends on.  Just as we can never discuss life without evoking some 
kind of journey, there must always be places for the information one wants.  And 
these places, the places the called goes to find, are called scripts!  
Script!  And often a script contains within it, “cottages”!  And in those cottages are 
more scripts.  They tell of the most important things.  Like: Due to the nature of 
your question I will need to refer your issue to one of our Advanced Resolution 
Specialists who will make every effort to call you back in two to five business 
days.” 
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          Or: “Generally if you enroll between the 1st and 15th of the month and pay 
your premium, your coverage will begin on the first day of the following month.  If 
you enroll between the 16th and end of the month your coverage will begin on the 
first day of the month following the next.” 
  

Or: “we apologize for the inconvenience and understand that this can be 
frustrating.  We are working around (against—contra el reloj) the clock to improve 
Healthcare.gov and ensure that your experience with it is a positive one.” 
  
And indeed it can be.  All that confirmation, status checking, enrolling all taking 
place in those applets of fields. !
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UNMASTERED NOTIONS 
  
No one commands a float.        
Trying  to edit to  
best of abilities     
What constitutes a citizen maybe      
will welcome incorporation.     
  
They wrote “tender loving care” on  
the safe, just us most trustworthy to see 
To be in love with this kind of human contact                                  
                                                                                  
Lost in languages of so many unmastered   
notions.  One finds comfort that a friend has brought body wash.   
But never did one stop and smell  
anything You can't prove a negative 
Transfer and Referral as part of the First Call Resolution 
I too agree that capitalism’ s possibilities of usefulness are not over 
When a problem is not just something to tinker with 
nothing to bundle 
  
But the gibberish you flash or speak gets 
you past security and to some membership 
“Things smell themselves”. 
Awe, short of just the right titular protagonist 
Artificial intelligence meets trust in unknown processes !
And you get to sneeze in any crazy pose you want to 
and still say we go together like 
A bundle of protocols.  So what if 
what’s wrong with the system  
is “above our pay grade”. !
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CROWD SCALING 
  
When he says, 
“seeking and getting more users”. 
  
Thinking the potential 
for inner-space travel 
  
but already mining it 
The solid air [!] 
  
As if to test again a raw reaction                                                        
around the  brain stem to basal fore-brain                                          
He —just wowsers!                                                    
What comes before “savvy” 
  
Sourcing all those mines 
  
It's about getting all those people to gather 
online 
  
 Still mining! If slowed 
turn the conference workbook page 
betraying a racier thought 
not so figurative. 
Building your activist base 
Connecting “self interests” 
  
also employing a series of elisions 
door-to-door “friend-to-friend” 
a hundred a day  ah ha, that’s why 
  
it takes so long to see you're seeking abuse from loved ones. !
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SCREEN(ED) RESPONSE !
Detecting remains 
of a nut bust  
on the bus, 
He was thinking about 
what  a person who may be fatally ill 
might do to keep in touch 
with multiple people !
The static contemplation 
of what is real 
is off the wheel 
Lacking the neutered word 
How “uncanny valley” screens the horizon 
through pointillist dirt to the  
window, the amplest dawn  !
The amplest sunrise ever seen (copy that) !
The freezing morning still made note of, 
He won’t ever wanna stop 
writing in notebooks 
and not to keep warm or ignore what’s out there 
but resist going to “work” to where 
his I “works” !
Yet still sedentarily not rotting 
any less swiftly by playing hooky 
again from “work”. 
The good intentions behind the job 
meet every need but the most human. 
Either move he feels like a jerk !
If it’s true the desire to explore the way personal economics 
affect relationships.  A literary hero  
resenting those who have something to hide 
and just to find they have nothing !
And self-congratulated, that jerks are so real about feeling so 
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The attendance line at work has two different voices  
finishing each other’s sentences 
Both female, the first is closer to human being,  
the second is lacking affect until 
she confirms locations and time of absence prestissimo 
To his surprise, he hears the first’s beam !
Mouth beams, not the other 
We love to see your mouth beam !
But also the people who guard themselves,  
practically consciously avoiding their guarded looks 
So hard to be friends with 
to not want to know that he shocks them 
or cause laughter  
by talking of the grapefruit smell of his armpit !
Then someone like Her looks up at him 
in a gallery.  Her mouth is open like he’s a god,  
Then someone like Her looks up at him  
in a gallery.  Her mouth is open like he’s a god 
Then someone like Her looks up at him 
in a gallery.   
Her mouth is open  
like he’s a god !
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PREMAJACKS 
  
Another way of reacting to hostility 
dared to answer to the “gobbledygook” charge: 
  
We sat in a circle as the smoke billowed all around us 
Yum.  Stock up on Kleenex pervert. 
There are no economic metaphors to further shock value. 
  
Then you can be as rhetorical as you want, no? 
  
A new charge: you're all so goal oriented 
genitalia-centric, career obsessed, score-induced, fast eddies 
Ideation-traced-in-the-product-of-the-work-of-art !
Premajacks 
  
Premajacks. This restaurant that caters to 
people who would cater to each other  were it not for getting in the way 
Because it is not an agency, or 
sometimes blame yourself for not pleasing her 
and so can't easily resort to exogenous sources. 
  
Still there are other obstacles to be overcome: 
 just push the play button that comes with  
the Comportment Cap (eat it Google Goggles) and tell her: 
“Baby girl who [‘]peed[‘] in ur cereal? Dont make mama take a road trip!” 
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RALLYING EXTENSION 
  
Certain serpentine shapes. 
On interpersonal knees 
To repeat them in there. 
  
And to look up 
to see so high 
meaning firmness 
  
Things that happen 
when being 
understood. 
  
Understanding’s universally 
recognized phonemes 
  
The standard greeting 
Standing hard 
But questioning the distance 
  
I want so much your happiness, but am not responsible for 
it, the greeting card of your “Living Funeral”. 
  
Because when dead you'll be remembered as long as the longest living loved one 
lives 
or as long as the longest living loved one of a long lived loved one lives !
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ANY CUTE CHILD OR PET 
  
Intellectual Noodling 
as a pejorative 
 It just wouldn't feel comfortable 
opining. 
  
At least not without 
an etymology of the word noodling 
  
No, no, it's not pedantic it's poetic 
(no said three times, a death knell 
 twice, just sloppy earnest face time) 
  
It's poetic, seen all the more from the fork 
of the last alliteration but the caesura is 
  
supposed to precede a catching gift box, 
fallen out of the hands of a young girl who 
knowing the box is irreparable, still 
reorders the plastic grasshopper hair braid and ink plume inside 
so that it supports the budded crocus in the middle 
  
Authorial question in a declarative tone: is there 
an expected ration 
of big words in a noodling? Do dendrites let it mellow? 
  
The caesura is 
the last détournement into gifts 
of some warped downward convex of lines 
Or oh doodling!  Eliminating the necessary 
doodling just past the placated gawker line 
Coz nobody asks “how many lines before reaching 
Superfluous" 
  
Ever 
Ever ever 
  
The young girl is growing up now 
she glues the broken box together to break it again 
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[stanza continues] 
In the past they always ask her to wear the grasshopper 
then complain that it doesn't fit her hair 
She combs the crocus, chalk line on the sidewalk 
  
Someone will skip over it like 
“snake in the grass” 
  
or break more eluding/ed objects-out-of-use 
  
The placated gawker line 
if you haven't lost your capacity 
to feel tingly at the sight of 
any cute child or pet 
stops here 
  
She has lost interest in the box 
and is incapable of seeing its uniqueness 
for is it original? 
When she doodles, there's no ignoring curves 
that seem to stem from 
that seem to stem !
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SAW YOU WHEN I 
  
                        1. 
The curated experience   An arsenal of maps 
Saw you   when I 
Hearts beating  in  a medicine chest 
more choice of streams, maybe pep and hunger enter the cavities 
            for       the pecking order  
 pecking order pecking order  pecking order 
  
                        2. 
Upon talking with her about music he 
searches, The Hand she interrupts: 
“I don't search, I just type the word 
and push a button and I'm there”. 
“Hipster bitch” he thinks. 
  
Saw you when you made it more than 
            just a theme   you could 
make it            make it            make it 
efficacious displays of a flirt 
  
“It's all about [for] intimacy”, 
and [then] using technology for it”, 
said this trucker 
on his 10-100 for the day before 
exiting Vegas 
not the other way around. 
  
                        3. 
Action elevated to simple nodal points 
Whether used to Wunderkrammers or not 
Everyone can appreciate a right place 
and  that they are and are interchangeables  
or at the date line remembered           Or 
Heavenly eyes transcending space and time 
        
                        4. 
An invitation to see a singer songwriter 
perform in this bedroom. 
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[stanza continues] 
Now calculation of which performances 
make more sense to you is possible.  
  
If sense-making     the activity that is 
doesn't matter the machine will simulate cats 
purring in your ear       cats purring in your ear 
  
Of course it counts costs as well 
cats purring in your ear  
  
            But where but where.  Where [I’m not too old to pout:] 
you can't cheaply go from two to three dimensions 
like that...purring in your  heavenly eyes 
when I saw you when I dealt with Palestinian drama film 
            Grasping the “Rendered still” 
Grasping          not the experience of the experience 
but the seeing of the experience of going away 
  
                        5. 
So not just a wedge against the diffusion of uniformity 
but demolishing monuments of hearth !
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HIERARCHIES /DISABLED LOVE LETTER !
Because reading so much wants  
to write what hasn’t been written 
this elitism disables the love letter !
“you can't touch this” 
You can’t touch that. That   
never stopped you 
from finally stretching  
arms out wide  so crosswise 
minding your own business 
in whatever archaic perfection 
which passersby will expect—not 
pushups waiting at the bus stop? !
Feel how the “heifer” is red 
Saturating from utters that the men 
in charge refuse to admit use of 
That's right horny brethren, it's time 
crazy’s just a way of life anymore 
Seeing the dead won’t catch on 
But demonstrating your own  
seduction by some things zombie will !
Hating to say “merch”   
doesn't necessarily mean  
pompous disposition, 
obsequiousness is only about 
the swag tongue as the cream. 
Hating deliberate misspellings 
doesn't necessarily mean 
logocentric, crypto-racist 
Or anything special 
Watches we wore were handcuffs for 
us all my horny brethren, it is time 
No one will notice why you had to be noticed !
The snag of our domestic transparency 
The only snag of our playing house 
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[stanza continues] 
caught up with the categories in mind 
Even being literally close to you  
is a metaphor if I can’t feel my tongue 
Not over the difference 
because there’s so much 
to talk about (nostalgia) 
A “Diversion of Gratitude” (DOG) to 
agency-create from: 
County Jail Property Release Form: 
one Bic Lighter, one white belt, 3 condoms 
2 shoe laces, innumerable instruments  !
During a DOG meeting 
one’s person exhorts-- 
Could just be askin’ or cross  
examinin’: just imagine 
in the orbit of your tongue 
and then on that tongue 
Even lemon drops sit in its front 
The Epiglottis Insurance sub-committee 
reviews evidence of the said libtard’s output. 
Who urined on his serial, they inquire  !
“You can't touch this” 
never stopped you. 
Seeing what a “Brahmin” 
nerve-ends it with his hair 
And steroid-shrunken balls too  !
The video game and its play touch us 
in ways it couldn’t cement its kill-screen rep !
Even redolent degrees 
of amorous lunges toward 
are unobtainable in any form !
There is a you there 
If being released from jail 
nudges you out every once in a while 
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if every gain from habit 
agrees with the real heart 
of the mind! After bathing you  
We-all’ll dress you 
with the repeat all button 
But still mistrust the cliche  !
Even that breaks fluid 
clearing the snag of our  
domestic transparency 
The same thing that impedes 
holds our coats and gardening hats  
Our olfactory’s break, our thinking caps !
Let's make this about empathy 
now, go, down, think “deep”;  
The author asserts “thinking outward”  is 
loftier coz it knows it's physically bonded 
yet absent the vertigo of diffidence 
and the muck of whatever profundity 
but, hands-up-don’t-shoot, neologisms  
such as those won’t catch on.   !
I am thinking what you’re thinking 
are you thinking what I’m thinking? 
that age four is the earliest tangible 
The moment you can conceal 
like self mutilation is unnecessary 
in a place called regression place 
orgiastically with each other’s bodies 
having arrived at the thought 
of our mouths being separate from them !
When I was a a little girl  
for many years, I had believed that years before 
like when my father was a young boy, that 
the world was black n’ white literally 
grey, that that is what we all saw  
with our eyes but really we 
belonged to or are thrown into those eyes 
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And no one has a problem with this? 
That kind of question just hurts, !
to show you it’s no-biz of business 
that busies the body enjoying 
unarchived bodies of work !
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TIERS OF SPONTANEITY 
  
Tiers of spontaneity to finally renew  
the lost union between classical aesthetic values and sex  
  
Against fireworks and the winning status  
But also the status mere description   
  
The next best thing there must be a cameo for other  
things when you kiss him he means to respond with his kiss  and  
to all the kisses thereafter   
It can't all just be twigs breaking   
The idyll is not all that’s Ideal 
  
Heart never the object of thought at random   
The golden arches we pass on the highway may look like a big  
yellow butt, but is beautiful in a different way.  
  
All the twigs breaking up  
I am thinking that they have a place too   
If a cameo in the poem, what word deemed worthy?  
The automatic ticket dispenser makes a sentient sound  !
in the I-70 toll booth terrain  
The future is now, but I continue to fall behind.  
The golden arches look like golden buttocks.   
  
Sounding like a broken record to us  
gaging on the way staying inside your house sounds something  
nautical, explaining the thrifty climax !
phosphorescent and neon blue 
it belongs to us like kneecaps !
Enlightened plan B Tolasana 
opens up the road made sleek 
coils topographic difference 
No counting syllables this time !
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PERFORMATIVE DIFFIDENCE 
  
A wonderful primitive wailing   
[said      in a deep formal authoritative tone]     
“should have been the biggest rock group in America”   
  
In a hundred years we will still have the machinations our adrenaline comes   
in like “nigga don't believe me” “I make it look easy”   
  
Someone will think to have decorated the hall with skeletal remains of intact 
human vertebrae 
  
Not as morbid, but an obsession with life really.  
Then occurs, there have to be breaking points  
as if a hundred years was enough of an arc   
to see back through the runes they missed while not listening  
  
He's done enough of this all in physical pain to expect relief to come too quickly.  
Too quick yo 
to realize all pain is physical 
[being said    while looking at plants] fingering the metaphorical force fields  
which were swift of stiff peepers 
Slang boiled hard but not squirting metal yet gadget face 
  
To say     we talk  to ghosts  of many kinds  Others are on the 
cell 
  

* 
  
Counting the ruptures until the best aperture is found 
the sort of question sports fans love to ponder 
how might such a 
weird interruption 
affect the game? !

* 
  
Ghosts absent the way she looks at the screen    
she has moved into the archives     
[to be read at       an identified pace] heaven for some   
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But also the experience of recovering from ER    
  
Resenting the numerous cloaked as one   
although seeing it as needed     
Irrational acts coupled with involved butter fingers  
narrowing down to catalogs of compromised thrown-in scale  !
The kind of scale not phased in the dark   
[she said it] indexed to love songs    
Towards a poetics of performative diffidence!!  
Definite projections protect non players on the football field  !
The posture is the confession and the abstract lyric is the abstract lyric 
  

* 
  
As many frames of reference to fit 
Touch me right here growing into a new person 
[To be inflected with corolla eyes] the view is rimmed 
As many of our political refugees seek asylum making maps 
On the screen breathing a field furrowed with what rhymes with culture as 
many times to meet at the neutral words  
Lie down, he's not talking about chigger bites  
  
When it's cracking foxy turnover in  
alright, this profession.  What profession?  We can 
only think the summer the minutes went by on tip toe  
their fingers to their lips not just a coincidence  she had eyes for killing 
Nielsen ratings-like longevity  what summer games don’t afford    
Like how smoking from pipes became seen as  
quaintly arrogant gestures           really, who says?    !
Fly fly fly        disambiguation burns  
under the lamp:  they are their own worst enemy  called 
Miniskirts, the unknown-to-us M.C.  he wants revenge  
Thinking across many fields cut off at the knees [to be said what may be at the 
last  
moment and possible hind position of the neck]  They’re their own 
worst enemy because now they gotta    
defeat them (t)here so they don’t have to fight ‘em 
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Palestine, yes but also  !
the eulogy that just flows without the noblesse oblige, still worth it  
Because the mirror is never mistaken for a selfie !
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FLUKE 
  
Had gotten used to the job that paid 13 an hour plus benefits 
now that seems like a fluke. 
For sure that comfort seems to be the elemental thing 
for the need of such a word to exist. 
  
Never catching any peers truly going after what they want 
something put those jet planes in the sky 
The wings an irreducible but still mere part 
Wings, whims, and the lack of efficacy on the pool table 
Anchored with the need to say what this is all about 
  
A need for a chorus here a chorus here 
A chorus here in a round 
struck, by the clearly divided self, seems perfectly comfortable 
Defines a new love, redefining it potentially 
The ethical question of how we express in light 
of another's success, worms its way to the 
most delicious shape always presumably 
not a fluke !
Composition deems none 
because you just keep “riding it out” till it hurts 
or till if the world should appear flat. !
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DOING THE FORK GOBLIN TIBIA 
  
       1.!
Fork Goblin Tibia 
Gathered  immeasurable Hullabaloo 
substantializing  dichlorodifluoromethane's nondenominationalism 
  
We don't pray we skip 
we work hard and play hard for that fo shizzle 
Alfred E. Neumann knows Brownie knows and gets wiggy 
bouncing every which way until there are more kinds of it than the body parts 
involved 
  
Punching the tin tapestry of the Winchester Rifle bullets saluting Buffalo Bill 
A knuckles' reprieve in the freezer undoes the work 
Yet keeps the sterile odor around 
Many  blowjobs' gods 
  
The kinds of dancing that ennoble chin splints in deinstitutionalization seconds 
Right, no cannon, just all the smiling faces 
naming slipped-on floor-sprite 
  
                  2. 
The fo shizzle that shines on 
all the way to slippage and Angry Unicorn, why? 
have they not explored that one while naming slipped-on-floor-sprite 
  
It's a goblin who glares all batty 
but only when you're done expecting petted adumbration 
Awaiting the gyration racing with the silly string 
Waiting to find the old pressure cooker of we 
  
Dancing the Fork Goblin Tibia, sober yo 
Something for grief and every pathos, eschewing "eras" 
curbing schools but even they provide choice cultural landscapes 
No pain no many blowjobs' gods gain 
  
FGT versus Angry Unicorn tonight for you all 
Pungency punching caracoling anatomies 
Encompasses hegemon 
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GUIDED GLEAMING !
No wind that does not penetrate a man’s house, into the very bowels of the furnace,   
So error is plaited into desires not yet born  
Isn’t this a death-trap, wanting to put too much in  
This leaving-out business. On it hinges the very importance of what’s novel  With 
my quiet Schmerzen.  Besides the storm is almost over  
Strung up there for publicity purposes.  Or like those bubbles Children make with a 
kind of ring, not a pipe, and probably using some detergent 
These are the range of the poet’s experience. He can hide in trees Like a 
hamadryad, but wisely prefers not to, letting the balloons   
But there's no personal involvement  
That the history of costume is no less fascinating than the history of great 
migrations  
The train we are getting onto is a boat train, and the boats are really boats this time  
This is just right for me. I am cozily ensconced in the balcony of my face  
The figure 8 is a perfect symbol Of the freedom to be gained in this kind of 
activity.  
The birches and the hay         all of him  
With the kind of rhythm substituting for “meaning.”   
It is a scene worthy of the poet’s pen, yet it is the fire demon   
Your living apart. A hearth fire picked up in the glow of polished              
Hygrometer too far away.  You read into it      
And all horizontal receding lines have their vanishing point upon the line of sight,”     
But no dramatic arguments for survival, and please no magic justification of 
results.  
Nature is still liable to pull a few fast ones, which is why I can’t emphasize enough       
If you dream at all, place a cloth over your face: Its expression of satisfied desire 
might be too much for some spectators.      Walking among these phenomena that 
seem familiar to me from my earliest childhood.       
Yet it is all offered as “today’s news,” as if we somehow had a right to it, as though 
it were a part of our lives       
To keep harping on this traditional imagery.  The reader        
So little are white hair and a wrinkled forehead a sign of wisdom!      
The day was gloves.  
About time, ice—the weather itself had gone  
That was a good joke you played on the other guests.      
I have spent the afternoon blowing soap bubbles  
There is only one way of completing the puzzle: By finding a hog-shaped piece 
that is light green shading to buff at one side.  
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Around your shoulders A shawl the color of the spectrum 
 In perfect order: Taurus, Leo, Gemini.!!
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FRAMED ITCH !
Against filmic phrases: 
 
Innocent cascade of couple !
just sit there and watch their whiles  !
Next would be the verses  
when we collected pumice cracked along the bluffs  
we were mulling over the landscape of the mudroom  
which we called the back porch  
 
Scratching the eyelid demonstrating nothing but antistasis !
What you see is 
what you see is blurred 
You see relationships !
that only know “mom”'s body !
A parallax slip up in the assassin’s pocket !
And who can remember mom's body? !
Except anyone in that  sense of being born  
and then objectifying women 
who have nothing to do with 
Brian Wilson’s humming instructions to 
“Let’s go away for a while” !
They thought it was 
never possible in america  
a parasite infesting the human body 
using it as its own personal feeding ground !
I’ve been very very thirsty speeding this thing up !
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HOW DO I GET YOU ALONE PERIOD !
How do I get you alone? !
When your staring down the 
barrel of people is needed !
In a language house big enough for potential reference !
What a press corp could imply at first glance !
Upon typographical expression of boredom 

at the postings of an activist 
Whom he told he was “tired of hearing it all” !
This crowd presses on 
by upper ranged glottal coming 
Or often a masculine attack! 
Basic frequencies which will prompt numerous replays !
Street of “its” spoken words 
crowded around a warning spot 
Contractions !
This is how it feels: 
skittish in the anticipation 
of the klaatu barada nikto moment !
Needing Law Enforcement 
Wanting disaster porn !
Amid the yelping 
How do I get you alone. !
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CAREER PATH !
Tossing the idea up, of giving his therapist permission to release all of  
his information  
 
Everyone at the dinner table winced and looked in directions away from him  
 
like “third-world women strung up as bourgeois lawn ornaments”. !
Knowing that the foundation on which the privacy principle rests 
is empty--so it's sacred  
 
This was before he considered the idea of doing physical violence to one of  
his house mates  
 
So we all get sleep at night dreaming about someone special 
and not to “evidence of their imagined inner or outer lives” !
The need to remember them diminishing 
as even in dreams, we store things. !
Keeping track of all those beaten paths never trodden!!
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AS BUILDINGS !
Stories block the sun and when 
you get to the top of it you have the best view 
The stairwell is the opposite of node !
An inherently arrogant significant account 
Where are the survivors going after all 
after another end-of-days dream !
watch where you're standing you klutz 
likewise I’m ashamed of escaping mosquitos 
What does that make if the adversary 
is in or even of the same je est un autre phase  !
What if you don’t have to do anything 
not even cooperate !
What does that do for balance?   
As if the hearing aide is the howitzer  
powered by frenectomyless yelps 
And why are there no bicycles in The Walking Dead? !!
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